Punch 10 subwoofer

The P2D2 10 inch subwoofer also includes:. The P2 10 inch subwoofers perform best in
standard sealed and vented enclosures. Includes diamond cut cast aluminum trim ring. Optional
grille insert available. Looking for more options? Check out all of our subwoofers. Improved
reliability and performance by reducing fatigue and possible shorting. Klippel is a speaker
certification program allowing us to deliver the best possible subwoofers. Rockford Fosgate
subwoofers use anodized aluminum voice coil formers that provide superior heat dissipation up
to Unlike traditional plastic substitutions, aluminum acts like a heat-sink to quickly dissipate
thermal build-up on the voice coil. This keeps subwoofers cool during high SPL conditions. The
slot mounted frame pattern allows fine-tuning of the subwoofer's mounting position. Contact
the Authorized Rockford Fosgate Dealer you purchased this product from. If you need further
assistance, call for Rockford Customer Service. You are responsible for shipment of product to
Rockford. Prior to requesting an RA, try to diagnose the failure. Many products we receive are
sent back with No Trouble Found, usually due to incorrect installation. Please call us during
normal business hours at option 1 and be prepared with the following information:. Determining
power needed for speakers. Prevent blowing your subwoofers. Temperature differences
between subwoofer voice coil types. This efficient amp packs a Punch in motorcycles, ATVs
and hybrid-electric vehicles without sucking a lot of juice from your electrical system. About Us.
Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. The P2D2 10 inch subwoofer
also includes: Read More. Find Dealer. Magnet Weight oz. View Process. Scanned copy of
Original Receipt emailed to cs. Available Wiring Diagrams. Please consult your amplifier
owner's manual for lowest recommended impedance. Wiring Diagram 1. Wiring Diagram 2.
Wiring Diagram 3. Wiring Diagram 4. Wiring Diagram 5. Wiring Diagram 6. Wiring Diagram 7.
Wiring Diagram 8. Wiring Diagram 9. Speaker Polarity. Determining power needed for speakers
Prevent blowing your subwoofers Temperature differences between subwoofer voice coil types
Differences between SVC and DVC subwoofers. Reviews Be the first to review this product. No
reviews yet. Complete Your System Rockford Fosgate products are built to work together
seamlessly for the ultimate experience. Click to explore some of the products that work best.
View Product. Sound Deadening Trunk Kit Premium sound deadening material kit for a standard
sedan trunk. Be first to hear about the latest products. Sign up for product updates. Sign Up.
The P3 subwoofers now feature anodized aluminum cones and dustcaps along with unique
spider venting to keep the motor cooler than previous versions. Best of all, a new hybrid
stamp-cast basket offers the best of both worlds by providing super strength while minimizing
weight and resonance. Improved reliability and performance by reducing fatigue and possible
shorting. Klippel is a speaker certification program allowing us to deliver the best possible
subwoofers. Rockford Fosgate subwoofers use anodized aluminum voice coil formers that
provide superior heat dissipation up to Unlike traditional plastic substitutions, aluminum acts
like a heat-sink to quickly dissipate thermal build-up on the voice coil. This keeps subwoofers
cool during high SPL conditions. The slot mounted frame pattern allows fine-tuning of the
subwoofer's mounting position. Contact the Authorized Rockford Fosgate Dealer you
purchased this product from. If you need further assistance, call for Rockford Customer
Service. You are responsible for shipment of product to Rockford. Prior to requesting an RA, try
to diagnose the failure. Many products we receive are sent back with No Trouble Found, usually
due to incorrect installation. Please call us during normal business hours at option 1 and be
prepared with the following information:. Determining power needed for speakers. Prevent
blowing your subwoofers. Temperature differences between subwoofer voice coil types. I have
a single P3 in a 1. Awesome subwoofer. The Class-BD technology produces bass more
efficiently over traditional amps, and its frequency response allows it to be optimized for
subwoofers. About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. Read
More. Find Dealer. Nominal Impedance. Shipping Weight. Magnet Weight oz. View Process.
Scanned copy of Original Receipt emailed to cs. Available Wiring Diagrams. Please consult your
amplifier owner's manual for lowest recommended impedance. Wiring Diagram 1. Wiring
Diagram 2. Wiring Diagram 3. Wiring Diagram 4. Wiring Diagram 5. Wiring Diagram 6. Wiring
Diagram 7. Wiring Diagram 8. Wiring Diagram 9. Speaker Polarity. Determining power needed for
speakers Prevent blowing your subwoofers Temperature differences between subwoofer voice
coil types Differences between SVC and DVC subwoofers. Reviews Awesome woofer. Complete
Your System Rockford Fosgate products are built to work together seamlessly for the ultimate
experience. Click to explore some of the products that work best. View Product. Sound
Deadening Trunk Kit Premium sound deadening material kit for a standard sedan trunk. Be first
to hear about the latest products. Sign up for product updates. Sign Up. The P3 subwoofers
now feature anodized aluminum cones and dustcaps along with unique spider venting to keep
the motor cooler than previous versions. The P2 subwoofers perform best in standard sealed
The P3 12 inch subwoofers now feature anodized aluminum cones and dustcaps along with

unique spider venting to keep the motor cooler than previous versions. These feature VAST
technology to increase surface cone area up The P2 Punch Rockford Fosgate P1 15" are the
first in a family of world famous subwoofers called "The Punch". During their inception in the 's,
they quickly became "The Woofer of Choice" for fanatic car audio systems, with a continued
tradition today. Kevlar fiber reinforced paper cones deliver bass impact you Rockford Fosgate
P1 12" are the first in a family of world famous subwoofers called "The Punch". Rockford
Fosgate P1 10" are the first in a family of world famous subwoofers called "The Punch". The
Rockford Fosgate P3S 10" shallow mount subwoofer delivers Punch, even in depth limited
situations. Rockford Fosgate understands all vehicles are not the same, because some cannot
accommodate deep subwoofers. In the past, that meant no Bass. Not anymore! The Rockford
Fosgate P3S 8" shallow mount subwoofer delivers Punch, even in depth limited situations. The
Rockford Fosgate P3S 12" shallow mount subwoofer delivers Punch, even in depth limited
situations. Home Car Audio Car Subwoofers. About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to
Checkout Continue Shopping. Filters 0. Selected Filters: Filters:. Filters Clear Filters. Good,
Better, Best Punch - Better. Vented Box Volume Vb 2. Sealed Box Volume Vb 1. Subwoofer
Depth Standard Shallow. Nominal Impedance Dual 2-Ohm 4-Ohm. Size 12 inch 10 inch 15 inch 8
inch. Clear Filters. View Full Details. Find Dealer. The P2 10 inch subwoofers perform Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. The
Punch PT is is a universal "all in one" solution for dropping Bass in any factory or aftermarket
system. This model features a 10" high output woofer with a watt internal amplifier in a slim
design enclosure that's great for universal truck applications. The enclosure features quick
release input and power connectors for easy removal when extra space is required and the
"Closed-loop" design ensures optimum performance between woofer, amplifier and enclosure.
This "all in one" solution is great for systems that need extra Punch on the low-end of the
frequency spectrum. Proprietary Rockford Fosgate high output 10" subwoofer Specifically
designed and optimized to work with the built in amplifier to produce the highest output
possible Frequency Response: 35Hz to Hz. Integrated Amplifier with Watts of RMS power for
high output but minimal impact on the vehicles charging and electrical system Class-D topology
for a high-efficiency, low current design. The amplifier incorporates a variable gain control to
adjust the ouput of the woofer to match your system as well as a crossover and boost circuit to
tailor the sound to your specific taste. For even more control over your bass, we include a
Remote Punch Level Control with the enclosure. Simply plug it into the amplifier panel and
route the cable to your desired mounting position so you can do all your fine tuning from the
drivers seat. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. Only 2 left in stock - order soon.
Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from webtron-x Sold by webtron-x Details. Ships from.
Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's
warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No
Thanks. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Visit the Rockford Fosgate Store.
Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. About this item The
Punch PT is a universal "all in one" self-contained subwoofer enclosure with built-in amplifier
for dropping Bass in any factory or aftermarket system The 10" high output subwoofer is
impedance optimized for the built in watt class-D amplifier in a slim design enclosure Dimensions: Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items
are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by webtron-x.
Sold by Speece, Inc. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Rockford Fosgate P Punch 6. Next
page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
From the brand. Our story How we got our start? The founder, Jim Fosgate, is often referred to
as the inventor of the car audio amplifier, marketing the first car stereo systems, and
spearheading the car audio revolution. Rockford Fosgate is still the global leader in audio
innovation, as your passion is our purpose. What makes our product unique? Whether its
automobiles, motorcycles, boats, or off-road vehicles, we like to say if it has wheels or floats,
we make a stereo for it. Sound built for speed. Purpose built for your lifestyle. Why we love what
we do? Truly a line designed by fanatics for fanatics, our family of products are developed by
the same people that use them in their everyday lives. Product Description. Internal Amplifier
Integrated Amplifier with Watts of RMS power for high output but minimal impact on the
vehicles charging and electrical system Class-D topology for a high-efficiency, low current
design. Compare with similar items. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See

questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Installed this sub in my
jeep behind the back seat facing to the rear of the car and i'm very happy with it. Great bass,
very loud, the smallest footprint and the volume knob let's me turn it down for when I have
normal people in the car. The only disappointing thing was that when I was connecting the
power, the plug actually let me make contact in reverse, blowing my fuses and causing me to
replace them. I think a good plug should only allow you to connect it one way to avoid damage
to the equipment. I do hear a little roll off at the very lowest frequencies as expected of a sealed
enclosure. I think this speaker is perfect for a person looking to experience rich bass but
doesn't want to lose trunk space. This sub shakes my side mirrors, vibrates my pant legs, I feel
alot of vibration to my back when I am driving. It sounds great outside the car. But yeah sorry
guys if you want that nose tingling ghetto bass to shake the car next to you, you will have to go
a little harder than this. But if you want to add a nice sub to a factory sound system it's perfect.
The old 4X4 got a major audio upgrade after I put this little beast behind the seat of my single
cab Silverado. It replaced a 12 year old 8" Bazooka bass tube that finally died. Cause of death
on that one was related to a minor flooding incident. I already had a power and ground set-up,
this just left an RCA cable from the back of my head unit. No remote wire is needed. I probably
went a little overboard with this unit in such limited space, but wow My other 4 speakers are ran
off an amp, so I've been trying to dial that sound in to fit with all the bass. I'm happy with the
purchase and feel like I got my money's worth. I didn't think a subwoofer in an encasement
would sound as good as a sub with an air port on it. I suppose it depends on the area that it will
be in. I have mine sitting in the back seat of my truck and it does sound pretty good. It comes
with a bass controller which is very handy when driving. I installed it and mounted it next to my
e-brake, because some songs have a different bass tone, and it allows me to change it instantly.
This product would probably sound even better if I had an aftermarket stereo where you can
change your crossover, but I have it hooked up to a stock stereo in a ford ranger. The bass
controller acts as a crossover, In the case that you only have a stock stereo. The speaker has
it's own amplifier built in. One person found this helpful. I was stunned, we installed this in a
Chevy Silverado single cab truck and it thumps hard. This powered sub is a great addition to my
work truck stereo system. It was easy to install and fits perfectly under the rear seat. The sound
quality is much better than I was expecting from a powered unit and delivers rich deep bass.
Sounds great in a Hyundai Santa Fe. Performs well when pushed down low. Great unit produces
nice deep bass. Not overwhelming amount but just right. Set up is relatively easy. If I catch
another one for the same price will definitely buy it. Highly recommended. Always been a fan of
Rockford Fosgate.. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I purchased this for my
Honda Accord Touring. Using with the stock sound system. I have been very impressed with the
enclosure. It does not take up too much space and is easily removed should I need the space.
As far as installs go, this one is very easy and straight forward. I recommend finding a way to
secure the box if using in a trunk or hatch. Report abuse. Great little sub box. I installed it in a
day cab Peterbilt. Easy install and sounds good for what it is. Not earth pounding but when
setting are done right after the break-in period it sounds great. What other items do customers
buy after viewing this item? Pages with related products. See and discove
68 mustang radio
vw oil change
2006 jeep liberty fuse box diagram
r other items: Best subwoofers for trucks , sealed subwoofer , Explore slim subwoofers for
trucks , Explore sub boxes for trucks. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Rockford Fosgate.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

